DON’T SIT UNDER THE APPLE TREE
(With Anyone Else But Me)
for S.S.A. voices and piano
with optional SoundTrax and SoundTrax CD*

Arranged by
ALAN BILLINGSLEY

Words and Music by
CHARLIE TOBIAS, LEW BROWN
and SAM STEPT

Easy Swing (d = ca. 92-96)

I wrote my

I wrote my

mother, I wrote my father,

mother, I wrote my father,

* Also available for S.A.T.B. (27439), S.S.A.B. (27440), and 2-part (27442).
SoundTrax CD available (27443).
SoundPax available (27444) - includes score and set of parts for Guitar, Bass, and Drumset.
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and now I'm writing you, too.

E♭6  B♭/D  E♭6  B♭/D  Cm7  F7  F9

I'm sure of mother,

B9  E♭9  E♭6  B♭m9/D♭  C7

I'm sure of father. And now I wanna be

Fm7  Fm7(b5)  B♭7  F9